Bernie Sanders a loser s life snopes com - misinformation is a real threat snopes com needs your help in February 2016 a meme about the lack of business acumen and experience exhibited by Vermont Senator Bernie Sanders a Democratic
Bernie Sanders in New Hampshire says his radical ideas - Bernie Sanders Vermont s U.S. Senator was in New Hampshire Sunday for his first campaign event since announcing his 2020 presidential bid; this is Sanders second run for the presidency after losing the Democratic nomination to Hillary Clinton who eventually lost her bid for the White House in 2016 against Donald Trump, report Bernie Sanders privately expressed support to - Senator Bernie Sanders privately reached out to Rep. Ilhan Omar despite the congresswoman getting hit from both sides of the political aisle for a series of anti-Semitic messages, Wsj cost of Bernie Sanders Agenda 18T - Bernie Sanders populist message has him surging in the polls but his vision comes at a price 18 trillion over a decade to be specific according to the Wall Street Journal the newspaper, Bernie Sanders on Healthcare feelthebern.org - Bernie Sanders on healthcare Bernie believes that the challenges facing the American healthcare system need to be addressed immediately they are a matter of life and death, Et Tu Bernie Truthdig - Sen Bernie Sanders once an independent maverick has been politically neutered by the Democratic party establishment and is becoming a parody of himself, Big Pharma backed Dems join GOP to block Sanders effort to - Introducing the amendment on Wednesday, Sen Bernie Sanders asked his Senate colleagues if they have the guts finally to stand up to the pharmaceutical industry and their lobbyists and their campaign contributions and fight for the American consumer, Money from Big Oil isn t always what it appears to be MSNBC - Democratic presidential candidates Hillary Clinton and Bernie Sanders on stage before the start of the Democratic presidential debate sponsored by MSNBC at the University of New Hampshire in, Americans want to buy cheaper medicine from Canada why - Epipen for example costs more than 600 in the United States compared to 290 in Canada for the exact same allergy treatment a popular drug for high cholesterol Crestor costs 730 in the U.S., Directory and list of lobbying firms and lobbyists - Directory and list of lobbying firms and lobbyists see lobbyists who regularly lobby the agency relevant to you we cover over 250 federal agencies and provide detailed information about lobbyists work with each agency including lobbyists who formerly worked at the agency and what position they held, Inside the Beltway Wikipedia - Inside the Beltway is an American idiom used to characterize matters that are or seem to be important primarily to officials of the U.S. federal government to its contractors and lobbyists and to the corporate media who cover them as opposed to the interests and priorities of the general U.S. population, It is all about the Benjamins and influence for Israel - A flood of propaganda has flowed as the ugly undemocratic policies of Israel and advocates for the Jewish state come under scrutiny alongside calls for debate and accountability, Fact Checks of the 2016 Election the New York Times - Mrs. Clinton has long gone after Senator Bernie Sanders of Vermont for his mixed record on gun control more Sanders has noted the rural nature of his home state which has some of the least, What we get wrong about lobbying and corruption the - To judge from polls Americans are deeply concerned about political corruption they share a widespread belief that members of congress are unethical with lobbyists as the only group seen as more, Alexandria Ocasio Cortez viral campaign video Business - The story behind the making of 28 year old Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez s viral inspirational campaign video, Robin Hood Tax USA Tax Wall Street Financial - The Robin Hood tax is a tiny financial transaction tax on Wall Street less than one half of 1 that could generate 300 billion annually it will kickstart the economy by funding college for all creating jobs and strengthening public services like healthcare education and infrastructure at home while tackling aids global health poverty and climate challenges around the world, How Congress dismantled federal internet privacy rules - The quick undoing of the Internet privacy rules has prompted lawmakers in more than a dozen states to propose local laws to restore privacy protections to their constituents, Politics and Government CNBC - 2 mins ago Sanders campaign chairman Faiz Shakir says 99.5 percent of donations came from people who gave 100 or less read more, Blackwater Founder admits to Trump Tower meeting - If it weren t for double standards leftists would have no standards at all Blackwater has spent heavily on Democratic lobbyists in 2010 and clearly it has paid off, Here s the platform that helped Alexandria Ocasio Cortez - Ocasio Cortez is a Bronx native member of the Democratic socialists of America and former campaign organizer for Sen. Bernie Sanders this was her first time running for office.